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Bogues stars in commercial
filmed inside Peabody Gym

W.U. Jazz
Ensemble
attending
festival

by Eileen Jones
Special to The Johnsonian

Winthrop University's
Jazz Ensemble is one of eight
bands that has been selected
from all across the country to
compete in the Mobile Jazz Festival in Alabama.
Phil Thompson, director
of the jazz ensemble, said that
bands throughout the nation
submitted a tape of their music
to enter the competition. Based
on that tape, eight bands were
selected to compete in the festival.
"I'm really proud of them,"
Thompson said. "They played
really well."
Thompson said t h a t
Winthrop's jazz ensemble will
be playing difficult music. All
of the music the jazz ensemble
will perform was written by
colleagues and friends of Thompson from the University of
North Texas, where he went to
school.
He said some of the music
has been publish d, but bePhoto by Rob Ouzts cause composers are so young,
by Janet A. Brindle and Brad Bryant
389 pound Calvin Lane, who has never
l n h S r,,e C
few people have heard heard of
played organized basketball- onlyfoot- Arfors
< * j>
™me'Clal
Section Editors
them or their music.
ball. The commercial's wardrobe styl- which was filmed on Monday and Tuesday
"We'll be playing music
The Coca-Cola company likes the ist, Gemina Aboitiz, said fitting Lane (above).
that none of the other bands
Sprite in Muggsy Bogues and Muggsy in an uniform was a little touger than
willhave,"Thompson
said. "We
theaverageplayerbecausehehasa45- Muggsy Bogues, Charlotte Hornets' starting
likes the Sprite in Winthrop.
have our work cut out for us."
point guard, starred in the commercial
Bogues, the Charlotte Hornets' start- inch waist and a 56-inch inseam.
"It's a wonderful and in"This is a really good experience," (below).
ing point guard, is the subject of a Sprite
credible opportunity for memcommercial which wasfilmedin Peabody Lane said. "Meeting people has been
bers to gain experience and for
Gym Monday and Tuesday. The 30 wonderful. It has been a piece of cake."
the school to start a new tradiA "teammate" of Lane is former
second spot will be aired on network
tion," Mark Rapp, a junior and
T.V. in the spring during the NBA play- Detroit Piston and North Carolina State
member of the jazz ensemble
player Cozell McQueen. He is curoffs.
said. "We really do appreciate
"Winthrop has been good," Bogues rently playing in the Italian League in
all the support we've had."
said. "We're familiar with Winthrop Europe.
Winthrop will be in com"Working for so many hours, you
and it is a good place to practice and
petition with Florida State
have to be really patient," McQueen
workout."
University, schools from Los
Rad Daly, the commercial's location said. "But we are all having a good
Angeles, San Francisco, the
.'••onager, said Winthrop was picked from time."
University of Nevado-Reno,
Over 250 extras were cast in the
over 30 locations- the final decison was
Southern Mississippi and othover Barbra-Scotia College in North commercial by Ridley Scott Associates,
ers from around the nation.
a North Carolina casting agency. There
Carolina
"It's going to be a great
"We picked Winthrop because the were also several Winthrop students
experience," Scott McCloud, a
gym has an intimacy about it," Daly used as extras. In addition, eight real
member
of the jazz ensemble
said. "It lends to a nice visual fantasy." Charlotte Hornet "Honeybees," and 13
said. "It's well-deserved. It
Daly said the windows in the gym actors who played ball players were
could open up some people's
create shadows to help make the shot cast in the commercial. Sixty-five dieyes and be a plus for the
rect crew members were responsible
better.
school."
The concept of the commercial cen- for setting up, shooting the spot and
" I think it is one of the
ters around the "David and Goliath" tearing down the equipment.
biggest honors that could be
Daly said the hardest part of his
theme. Five-foot-four-inch Bogues takes
bestowed
upon a jazz enon Goliath's fictional team in a basket- job was shooting under time consemble," Susan Nicholson, a
ball game.
Bogues dribbles circles straints.
graduate student said. "We
"We only have Muggsy for six hours
around his much larger opponent until
are going to compete against
he gets so dizzy he falls over enabling a day for two days," Daly said. "He
some of the best jazz programs
Bogues' team to score the winning bas- comes straight here from practice."
ket.
See JAZZ, pg. 5
Goliath is played by 7-foot-6-inch,
See MUGGSY,pg. 5
Photo by Kirsten Frillici
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Health department
offering affordable
birth control method

$

Convenience is the greatest attribute for most users of
Norplant since it requires a
one-time installation fee and
Female students at Win- little or no maintenance, but
throp University have a new mainly because it eliminates
option when considering fam- th e po ssibil ity of mi ssing a dose.
ily planning and birth control,
Those who choose to reyet few are aware that the op- ceive the Norplantsystem from
tion even exists since it is not their personal physician can
offered by Crawford Health expect to pay around $500 for
Center.
the system and installation.
York County Health De- Most health care providers do
partment now offers Norplant, not cover the expense of instala new five-year birth control lation or removal of Norplant.
method with a nearly 100 perAnyone who would like incent effectiveness rate against formation on Norplant may
pregnancy to all York County attend group counseling sesPhoto by Amy Powe
residents on an income-based sions at the York County
fee schedule.
Health
Department
office
in
Winthrop students qualify
Hill.
FroTtea to'right, Emily Wilson, Meredith Singleton and Amy Chandler sit in Johnson
for government-sudsidized RockSessions
for February are
Hall's green room discussing the New Play Festival.
birth control in York County . scheduled for Feb. 7 and 21 at
And for most Winthrop stu- 1 p.m. Attendance at only one
dents who choose to go through meeting is required before an
the health departmentforfam- appointment for an exam or
ily planning, the fee is very the implant may be made.
little — if anything.
All costs are based on inLou Osborne, a clerk
come, meaning those who have
with Family Planning in Rock little or no income may qualify
Hill, said,"Someone whomakes for free exams and implants.
$100,000 a year can get
The controversy over
[Norplant] from us." Osborne Norplant spawns from the use
does, however, stress the im- of the system as a way to preportance of counseling before a vent teenage and out-of-wed- by Denlse Stubbs
woman decides to use any birth
lock pregnancies, as well as News Writer
*The following is an steps of nonviolence," which
control method.
interview
with
Mrs. he defined as: information
Osborne said anyone who one case in which a judge senRon Chepesiuk, head of arCoretta Scott King done gathering; education; percomes to the health department tenced a woman convicted of chives and special collections
child
abuse
to
receive
the
imby Ron Chepesiuk and sonal commitment; negotiafor Norplant must attend a
at Dacus Library, is teaching a
Gloria Kelley. Mrs. King tion; direct action; and reccounseling and information plant or go to jail.
Pro-choice activists argue "How to Publish" class this setells about her late hus- onciliation. Libraries were
session before they can make
mester.
A
requirement
of
this
an essential source for inforband Dr. Martin Luther
an appointment to have an that any system which allows class is that the students try to
long-term
pregnancy
prevenKing,
Jr.'s views on librar- mation gathering and reexam or get the implant.
ies and reading. This in- search in our struggle for jusNorplant is a subdermal tion for any group of women is get something published.
Chepesiuk is a regular conterview will appear in the tice, and this is still true for
contraceptive in which six cap- worth government support and tributor to the "American LiFebruary
edition
of social change movements in
sules
containing funding.
u
braries," a magazine that is
A
public
school
in
Baltigeneral.
American Libraries."
levonorgestrel, a synthetic hormone, are surgically implanted more, the Laurence G. Paquin sent to over 50,000 libraries
Q: Could you describe
every
month.
Q: Did Dr. King express
in the upper arm in a fan-like School for Expectant Mothers,
Chepesiuk said he "thought
the reading interests of Dr.
his views about libraries?
pattern through a small, usu- now distributes Norplant to its a feature story" on the library
A: I don't recall what my King?
ally undetectable incision. students following the birth of
A: He read everything
archives, part of the Marhusband may have said about
Patients receive a local anes- their child. Most of the stu- and
tin
Luther
King
Jr.,
Center
for
dents
are
black
and
receive
the
libraries in particular. But I from the sports page of the
thetic before the 10-15 minute
Nonviolent Social Change in
daily newspaper to the loftisystem
after
their
first
child.
do
know
that
he
made
extenprocedure.
The appeal for this system Atlanta would be good for black
sive use of libraries for his est philosophers, theoloThe drug, which inhibits
history month since "there is
research in his undergradu- gians, scientists, historians,
ovulation and thickens cervi- in Baltimore is that the city not much on the library itself."
has
the
highest
national
teenate work and graduate stud- and sociologists. To achieve
cal mucus, is then time-reThe
center
was
established
on
ies. He was a voracious his Doctorate of Philosophy
leased into the bloodstream
See BIRTH CONTROL, pg. 5Jan. 15,1969, "to preserve the
reader and, as a student, he in Systematic Theology, he
over a five-year period.
legacy of what the civil rights
always seemed to have more had to read the holy scripmovementaccomplished under
than his share of books on tures of all faiths, as well as
Dr. King's leadership.
loan from various libraries. many of the supplementary
He proposed the article to
He placed the highest value and interpretive texts. He
"American Libraries" over six
onthe pursuit of knowledge, also lovedreadingessays and
months ago. After being given
and I'm sure he would say fine literature, including ficthe go ahead, Chepesiuk asked
that libraries are one of the tion and poetry, from which
one of his students, Gloria
most powerful tools for em- he would frequently quote in
Kelley, head of technical sersupport of points he would
powerment ever invented.
vices and chair of the exhibit
make in his sermons and concommittee for Black History
versations.
Q: Did he see libraries
Month at Dacus Library, to coplaying a role in the civil
author the article.
Q: How do you see your
rights struggle?
The article is "The Martin
A: Absolutely. He was a role in the development of
Luther King Library and Arthe
King Library and Arstickler for doing thorough
chives at the Crossroads" and
research before taking action.
will appear in February*s issue
FEATURING:
See INTERVIEW, pg. 5
He used to talk about the "six
of the magazine.
•SANDWICHES • STEAK • SALADS
The controversy surround•CASSEROLES • PIZZA •HAMBURGERS ing the King Library "gave to
staff realize that appealing the
the timeliness of the article," pers returned to the King Li- verdict will be expensive, but
brary in Atlanta. She lost the
Chepesiuk said.
WINE, BEER, MIXED DRINKS
that the King papers need to be
lawsuit
in
a
"10-to-2
vote
The controversy involves
(according to one juror who brought together in one place.
approximately 83,000 of Dr.
Gordon Flagg, senior ediA RELAXING ATMOSPERE FOR
ling's papers that are being later talked to the press)," the tor of "American Libraries,"
article said.
held
at
Boston
University.
The
ENJOYING GOOD FRIENDS
The article continues, said, "We liked the article so
papers were shipped over a two
much we made it the cover story
year period from Dr. King be- "Mrs. King has said that she and commissioned an artist to
OPEN 11:00 AM TO MIDNIGHT
will continue to negotiate with
ginning in 1964.
do a portrait of Dr. King. Both
BU:
if
an
agreement
can't
be
Mrs.Coi-etta Scott King,
Chepesiuk and Kelley did an
Martin Luther King Jr.'s reached, she will appeal the excellent job depicting the colwidow, filed a lawsuit in De- verdict."
lection."
Mrs.
King
and
the
library
cember 1987 to have the pa-

by Sonja A. Howe
Special to The Johnsonian

nlack

History Month

Professor promotes publishing,
interviews Dr. King's widow

617 N. CHERRY ROAD

328-2172

J
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Student reactions Faulkner's former roommate
to Citadel decision discusses Citadel controversy
by Sam Mosher
News Writer

guys and
the hazing
that goes on
d o w n
For April Gladden, afreshthere."
man transfer at Winthrop, Sh"That
annon Faulkner is not just a
got
her
name in the headlines.
thinking
"Shannon was my roomabout the
mate at USC-Spartanburg,"
Citadel and
Gladden said.
how
it
While Gladden was considwould
make
a
statement
if she
ering coming to Winthrop,
Faulkner was evaluating her got in," Gladden said.
Faulkn er sent in her applioptions at the Citadel.
According to Gladden, cation under her true nameFaulkner started to consider Shannon Richie Faulkner. The
the Citadel after an exercise in Citadel accepted Faulkner.
"They sent her a letter adher teacher cadet class.
"There was an article in a dressed to Mr. Shannon Richie
"Sports Illustrated" we had to Faulkner that said he, well,
review about the Citadel," she was accepted," Gladden
Gladden said. "It dealt with said. "Somehow they discovhow tough the Citadel was on ered he was really a she and

' 1 t h i n k she should
be able to a t t e n d .
The Citadel is
obviously w h a t she
wanted. If t h e
school wasn't s t a t e
s u p p o r t e d it would
be a different
issue."
— Eva Knox
Freshman

then they withdrew the acceptance because she did not meet
the requirements."
"That's when it all began,"
Gladden said.
To date Faulkner is atten ding day class, continuing lawsuitsare currently keepingher
out of the cadet corps. For
security reasons she is living
at an undisclosed address in
Charleston and commutes to
class.
"She is a real nice person
and I wish her the best," Gladden said. "I could never have
done it, but I am glad that she
did.
"Shannon said she wanted
to go to the Citadel to be a
teacher, but I think there were
better schools she could have
attended tc do this. "

Spanish professor's book published
by Bridget Edwards
Staff Writer

1 don't t h i n k she
shouldn't h a v e b e e n
able to get in, b u t I
t h i n k she's
d i s t u r b i n g to the
m e n there. She gets
i n the way. I guess
day class is okay.,
b u t if they do allow
h e r in the corps she
should h a v e to do
w h a t the guys do."
Franklin Brown
Junior

Assistant Spanish professor, Barbara P. EsquivalHeinemann recently published
a book that will be marketed
internationally.
The.book," Don Quijote's
Sally Into the World of Opera:
Libretti between 1680 and
1976," shows the impact the
literary work Don Quixote had
on opera in major European
countries.
In order for Heinemann to
collect the information needed
for the book, she had to do
extensive research in music
archives throughout Europe.

She said her ability to speak
five languages was beneficial
while she travelled to Italy,
France, Germany, Spain and
England.
Each chapter is dedicated
to one country and the operas
that have been produced there
between 1680 and 1976. Also,
the book examines which stories of Don Quijote's travels
were used in the operas.
Heinemann said that the
more popular windmill story
was also the one seen most in
the operas.
Dr. Heinemann will soon
go to her home country, Germany, to present her newly
published book to two music

archives. Before doingresearch
at the archives at Bonn and
Wolfeneutte she agreed to give
a copy of her book in exchange
for use of the archives.
When she presents the
book in Germany the press will
be there.
"It will be quite easy to be
well known," Heinemann said.
She said the book will become known within the network of musicologists.
The book was published
last week by Peter Langin New
York, but it is not on the market yet. Heinemann has the
only copy.
"I do not even know how
much it will cost," she said.

lack History Month
Celebration %t Winthrop reflects ideas
of black founder decades before now

"I t h i n k if she
w a n t s to go there
they should t r e a t
h e r like everyone
elise. She should
do w h a t everyone
else does. They
should p u t h e r in
a room w i t h a
guy."
— Churchilll Pitts
Junior

by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor

'1 t h i n k t h e deeper
question is why
would she w a n t to
go to the Citadel. If
she is capable of
doing the things
t h a t a r e necessary I
don't t h i n k h e r
having breasts
should i n t e r f e r e
w i t h h e r getting a n
education."
— Michael Welch
Junior
Photos by Sam Mosher

For the second year, the
Winthrop community will come
together as a group with various activities for Black History
Month.
Black History Month was
started as Negro History week
on Feb. 7, 1926 by Carter G.
Woodson. Largely through his
efforts, the nation celebrates
black history every February.
Woodson organized the campaign to highlight the achievements of African-Americans.
In a February 1992 issue of
Jet magazine, "The creation of
Black History Week exposed
the bias in textbooks based on
the prejudice of other teachers,
and compelled treating black
people in history as other
people are treated," said
Woodson.
The Black History Month
Advisory Committee was established spring 1993 to take a
university-wide comprehensive approach to Black History
Month.
"Our goal," said Tracey
Moore, student development
coordinator and chairman of
the Black History advisory
committee, "is not just to have
Black History Month during
February but to look at how we

can incorporate black history
into curriculum throughout the
year."
The committee is made up
faculty/staff from every school
on campus and student organization representatives who
want to help the Winthrop community to realize that black
history does not happen just
one month out of the year.
Moore said the main focus
for this year was to concentrate on events for February
and move from there to start
infusing black history in other
areas. This means making sure
the contributions of AfticanAmericans are considered
when planning classes, events
and programs.
The selection process for
choosing events involved asking every committee member
to use their contacts and resources tofindout about events
and people outside ofWinthrop.
The information was brought
back, discussed and prioritized
based on budget, limitations
and what the university
needed to do.
Events and programs
scheduled for Black History
range from lectures and theatre performances to musical
performances.
"One thing we wanted to
consider was there is a large

amount of black history in
South Carolina and it would be
an injustice, to Winthrop not to
tap into that history," Moore
said.
The committee also want
students to realize that not
everything related to Black
History Month is on campus.
Students are encouraged to
participate in events locally and
abroad.
Dacus Library is currently
working on a pictorial exhibit
that showcases past groups and
events such as Black Greek
fraternities and sororities, the
Program for Academic and
Career Enhancement (PACE),
National Association for the
Advancement ofColored People
(NAACP), commencement
speakers and other organizations and activities.
See FOUNDER, pg. 5
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Police Best
POLICE BEAT is a weekly column featured through the
collaboration of the Winthrop University Police Department and
The Johnsonian. The purpose of POLICE BEAT is to provide
Winthrop students, faculty and staff with an awareness of crime
and criminal offenses which could occur on campus or in the
surrounding community.
1-28-94 Injured Student
Officer was dispatched to Peabody Gym for an injured
student and upon arrival, complainant was walking around and
stated he felt like he'd just over extended his left knee. Officer
advised complainant to seek attention at Crawford Health
Center and escorted him there.
1-29-94 Suspicious person
Complainant called and stated he'd asked two subjects to
leave the golf course, because they did not have a pass to be
there. Subjects would not leave and became verbally abusive.
Upon officer's arrival, subjects did leave but continued to be
mouthy toward complainant.
1-30-94 False alarm
Officer was dispatched to East Thomson on the above date
and upon arrival found that the laundry room and hallway were
filled with steam which had set off the smoke detector.
1-31-94 Attempt to pry open window
Officer stated between 4 a.m. and 8 a.m. on 1-30-94,
person(s) tried to pry her office window open. A dead bolt on
one side kept the window from opening.

Public Safety Forum

Students select entress for their meals in Thomson Cafeteria.

Jazz music festival Saturday
features S.C. high schools

Alcohol and drugs can have several effects on the userby Sam Mosher
News Writer
that make It dangerous to be driving any kind of vehicle.
Alcohol causes poor judgement. Alcohol acts like an
High schools from across
anesthetic. It dulls and slows your ability to make decisions.
the state will be converging on
And one wrong decision could be your last one.
Winthrop
this Saturday in the
Alcohol siows your reaction time. Drinking slows your reflex
10th annual Jazz and Show
time- the time it takes you to put on the brakes, to turn a
Choir Festival.
corner, to avoid hitting a pedestrian- and it dulls your
The festival will highlight
coordination. Drivers who can't react quickly to any situation
jazz music from the 1920s to
are dangerous.
the 1990s.
With alcohol in your bloodstream, you lose concentration. YouThe show choirs who will
could even fall asleep at the wheel. Alcohol is a depressant
be performing everything from
gospel to country.
and could cause you to pass out while driving.
"The real reason for the
Alcohol impairs your eyesight. If you've been drinking, you
festival is to be an educational
might suffer from blurred vision, double vision, or multiple
experience for everyone," Dr.
vision. Your side, or peripheral, vision is also reduced, which
Robert Edgerton, director of
means difficulty in seeing cars approaching from the right or
choral activities said. "It's a
left. It evens affects your ability to see colors properly. You
could think a red light is green.

You can bank
on us!
Earn up to $185 a month by
donating life-saving plasma!
M-TH 6:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI 6:30 A M - 8 PM
SAT 7:30 A M - 6 PM
SUN 9:00 A M - 6 PM
Youcan"bank" on us in
1994 to provide you
with extra $$$
Visit our friendly,

0 plasma alliance

Jr

"people helping people"

w n f T u t ^ a t S y U P t 0 $ 3 0 o n y ° u r f i r s t donation
become eligible fof
" S t a t e II) r e q u i r e d .
$400.00 in cash and
,
(704) 3 3 3 - 0 3 3 5
-•
prizes
awarded,
- ; ^
C e n t r a l Avenue • weekly.
f

< Charlotte, NC 28205 & I

• ». n . .>• u .

. ;.«• .V . y

Photo by Amy Powell

Meal time

place where we can come together and share ideas."
Edgerton and choreographer Barbara Howse-Meadows, a professional dance instructor will be advising the
show.
"It got started because we
saw a need," Edgerton said.
"While there were many other
festivals for high school and
college students, none ofthem
dealt with popular music."
"The festival is mainly for
participants, although we are
open to the public," he said.
"Last year we had about 550
participants and we almost
filled the hall."

The festival will be held in a
morning and afternoon session,
Saturday February 5.
The morning session will be
a rehearsal and choreography
in McBryde from 10 a.m. to 2
p.m.
The afternoon session will
be in Tillman Auditorium and
will feature Winthrop's Jazz
Voices.
will be held from 1:30 p.m. to
3:30 p.m. with the Jazz Voices
following.
Winthrop's Jazz Voiceshave
performed with Bob Hope ~.nd
the Big-Band great Doc
Severinson.

Service organization
grows on campus

by Denlse Stubbs
News Writer

Epsilon Sigma Alpha is a
relatively new service fraternity. When the fraternity was
founded in 1991, Judy Pinner
was the "chapter mom," and
there were seven charter members.
ESA is involved in community and campus activities.
ESA has helped other Greek
associations with fundraising
in the past.
The fundraisers that ESA
does benefits St. Jude's
Childrens Hospital.
ESA is planning to hold a
Toll Road on Cherry Road and
a Radio-a-thon in Charlotte
for the hospital and other
fundraisers for the hospital
this semester.
There are 62 members, 11

of who are new pledges.
There are five officers in
ESA. Abigail DuVal is the president, Robyn Richardson is the
vice president, the secretary is
Kristy Truluck, the treasurer is
Dena Basile, and the
parlimentarian is Danielle
Pomeroy.
"I joined ESA because ithas
a lot of service work," Monica
Amick, a freshman history major who pledged last semester
said. "I'm going to be a teacher
and it would help me deal with
people more. It makes me feel
good when I do stuff to help
others."
"I liked what ESA stood for,"
Dana Strohecker, a junior elementary education major said.
"I went to a rush meeting and
liked what they did. ESA is a
great way to get involved in the
community."

Page 5
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News briefs

Continued from pg. 1

Photo by Kirsten Frillici

Calvin Lane, who plays "Goliath" in the Sprite commercial
which was filmed in Peabody Gym, holds up "Grandma" on
Monday,

An average 30 second network T.V. commercial costs
approxiamately $250,000, but
this shoot will run nearly
double that, Daly said. Onlocation shoots with such big
name players are usually more
expensive.
Aleda Cotty, director of
Winthrop's conference center,
was responsible for setting up
the deal between the production company and the school.
She said she was contacted
by Ridley Scott Associates on
Tuesday, Jan. 25, about scouting Peabody Gym. The final
decision to use Winthrop was
made on Saturday and the company spent Sunday setting up.
"They did inquire about
using Winthrop cheerleaders
in the commercial, but it didn't
work out," Cotty said.
Winthrop will benefit from
the shoot financially as well.
Between $4,000-$6,000 will be
payed to the conference center
for a rental charge and exclusive use of Peabody's upstairs
gym. The number will vary
depending upon any extra
items the crew might use.
Bogues said shooting the
commercial was a great honor
for him.
"It's every kids dream come
true," he said.

Disney World offers a 'break'
College students can benefit from a special deal at
Walt Disney World during spring break with the "Disney
Break."
This program offers significant savings on both theme
park and Pleasure island admissions. For $25 plus tax,
students can enjoy a day at Epcot '94, the Magic Kingdom
of Disney-MGM Studios. For an additional $5 plus tax
add-on, a whole night of fun awaits at Pleasure Island,
Disney's nighttime entertainment mecca.
This offer is good Feb. 15 through March 25 for students with a valid college I.D. Students must be 18 or older
to take advantage of the Pleasure Island add-on. Tickets
are available at Walt Disney World ticket locations and
Disney's Ocala Welcome Center on 1-75.

Poetry contest
The National Library of Poetry has announced that
$12,000 in prizes will be awarded this year to over 250
poets in the North American open Poetry Contest.
The deadline for the contest in March 31, 1994. All
entries must be postmarked by this date. The contest is
open to everyone and entry is free.
Any poet, whether previously published or not, can be
a winner. Every poem entered also has a chance to be
published in a deluxe, hard bound anthology.
To enter, send one original poem of any subject and
any style to the National Library of Poetry, ± i419 Cronridge
Dr., P.O. Box 704-YD, Owings Mills, MD 21117.
The poem should be no more than 20 lines and the
poet's name and address should appear on the top of the
page. Another contest opens April 1, 1994.

Bicycle tour offered for break

INTERVIEW
Continued from pg. 2
chives?
A: I feel that I have a
profound responsibility to history. The King Library and
Archives is the primary institution for the preservation and
documentation of the pivotal
period of the U.S. history we
call the modern Civil Rights
Movement. This is a lifelong
commitment for me.
For the rest of my days, I
intend to be involved in improving this facility so that future generations of scholars
and students will be able to
come to the King Library and
Archives and access the primary materials that tell the
true story of this movement
that so fudamentally altered
the course of American history
and is even today transforming our world.
Q: What impact will the

losing of the lawsuit for custody of the King Papers in the
possession of Boston University have on the development
of the King Library and Archives?
A: Our mission remains
the same: to provide for the
American people the finest library and archival collection of
materials relating to the modern Civil Rights Movement.
The lawsuit decision was a disappointment. But we have not
yet exhausted the appellate
process and we still hope to one
day bring the collection of my
husband's papers now stored
in Boston University back
home to its rightful place in the
King Library and Archives in
Atlanta.

A: We intend to expand
our collection by acquiring as
many documents and related
materials as possible.
We are proceeding with
plans to publish the second of
fourteen volumes of my
husband's papers. We want to
put as much of our collection as
possible on line for on-site and
remote computer access and
modernize our facilities.
We would also like to put
all of our audio-visual collection on CD-ROM and upgrade
our preservation capabilities to
reflect state-of-the-art library
and archival practices.

FOUNDER

Continued from pg. 3
Gloria Kelley, head of technical services at Dacus Library,
is in charge of the exhibit.
"The exhibit is there to inform viewers ofWinthrop's past
and current role in presenting
African-American culture in
Judge Howard Broadman campus," Kelley said.
Items featured are from the
sentenced Darlene Johnson to
either receive the Norplant sys- early 1960s to the present. The
tem or spend time in jail follow- exhibit, not titled yet, should
mgher conviction on child abuse be on display by Feb. 4 and run
through the end of the month.
and neglect charges.
Johnson, with help from the
American Civil Liberties Union,
is now appealing the sentence.
Opponents of the system ar- Continued from pg. 1
gue that "Norplant-as-punishcountry."
ment" violates a woman's right in the
Thompson said that the
to privacy.
jazz
ensemble
will probably be
Supporters, however, say
Norplant, when used as pun- practicing in Dinkins auditoishment for those who commit rium for the competition, so
welfare fraud or fail to care for students will be able to stop I
their children, is a relatively and enjoy the music.
After the competition is
inexpensive way to control unwanted or irresponsible preg- over, the jazz ensemble will be
preparing for their upcoming
nancies.
spring concert on April 19.
Q: In what direction do
you see the King Library and
Archives moving?

BIRTH CONTROL

Continued from pg. 2
age pregnancy rate. Enrollment in the school allows students to continue their education and receive prenatal care,
as well as receiving Norplant
following giving birth.
However, those who oppose
the Norplant system, feel that
those who choose the system,
particularly teenagers, will be
more promiscuous and add to
the number of patients with
sexually transmitted diseases.
Norplant does not prevent the
spread of STIVs or AIDS.
Still more groups disagree
with the Norplant system because of the political effects it
could have now that a judge in
a small southern California
town has used the system as a
criminal sentence.

JAZZ

Got a news tip? Call 3419.

Cycle America, organizer of America's largest annual
coast-to-coast bicycle tour, has announced its first annual
Spring Break Tour for students and anyone interested in
an early-season cycling adventure. The 7-day cyclefest
will b e held in the old Germantown of Fredericksbury,
Texas from March 13-19.
Thehill country of south Texas offers some of America's
finest countryside for cycling. To accommodate different
abilities, cyclists can choose between a short or long loop
ride each day.
A "spider web" of farm-to market country roads, hills
covered with cedar and oak and bloomingflowersmake for
ideal cycling. Average daily high temperatures in the mid70's with possibilities of 90's should welcome cyclists from
the snow-belt states with summertime warmth.
The cost of the Spring Break tour is $210 with a $40
discount for students. You will have to bring your own
bicycle, tent and sleeping bag if coming
A large tent campground with showers will serve as
base camp for the week. Many bed and breakfast inns and
motels are also available for those who want indoor accommodations. Clinics on cycling, social activities and dancing to the local beat are planned for evenings.
If interested in the Spring Break and Coast-to-Coast
tours, call Cycle America at (800) 245-3263 and a brochure
will be immediately sent to you.

Evangelism conference held
On Saturday, Feb. 19, more than 10,000 United Methodists from across South Carolina will convene at the
Carolina Coliseum in Columbia to chart a new direction
for the S.C. Annual Conference.
"Vision 2000," a holistic approach to evangelism with
an emphasis on stewardship awareness, is a renewal
movement within the United Methodist Church. The
event is expected to be the largest gathering of United
methodists in the history of South Carolina.
The two Methodist ministers who developed "Vision
2000," the Rev. Ralph Mohney of Chattanooga, Tenn. and
Rev. Joe Harding of Richland, Wash., describe the movement as "a powerful call to all mainline Protestant
congregations...to make the last decade of the 20th century a prelude to the emergence of the church that God is
calling us to be and faithfully to fulfill in these years the
possibilities that are latent within every congregation."

• adidas Retail Outlet

Present this coupon with your current student
ED and receive 15% off any purchase.
Valid only at Carowinds location.

•

adidas
(803) 548 -1402
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State lottery could
help fund higher
education in S.C.
If proceeds were slated for education, a state
lottery would be beneficial in South Carolina.
Georgia residents are reaping the rewards of that
state's lottery with college scholarships for all
students who have a B average. But South Carolina
law makers are hesitant to bring the issue up for
public vote.
Some feel that a lottery is a temporary source of
revenue and that interest would eventually fall, pulling
with it profits.
Perhaps a state lottery would not be a permanent
solution to financial problems plaguing higher
education. But it would at the very least offer
temporary relief for South Carolina students who are
borrowing record amounts of money to pay ever
increasing tuition.
True, our lawmakers should be considering a
permanent source of revenue. But we do not think
any student will turn their nose up at an offer of
assistance from the government, however uncertain
or temporary.

Flu season hits hard

Everyone is hit hard by flu season, especially
students who eat on the run and do not get enough
sleep.
While education is a top priority, your health is the
most important. All students are encouraged to take
note at the first sign of illness.
Do not wait until you feel like you can't even make
it to class. It is too late then.
If you must miss some classes, please tell your
professors, who are human, too, and understand.
THEi
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Bobbit trails reflect American
tendency to look past real issue
America needs to wake up
and take a long hard look at
itselfin the mirror. Alongtime
ago, actually five months ago,
John and Lorena Bobbit were
just another couple with problems that needed to be worked
out.
One single act revived
America's fascination with the
lurid and sometimes down
right strange. I wonder if there
was not anyone who had not
been transfixed, even momentarily by this story. Everywhere
you looked there were magazine covers, newspaper headlines, interviews, debates about
male/female rights and, of

Managing Editor
course, jokes about the now
infamous cutting.
Is there a statement being
made for battered wives and
abusive spouses that Babbits'
behavior is okay?
Millions of women who
have been beaten by their husbands do not respond by assaultingthem. We need tokeep
our attention focused on the
domestic violence without waiting for a big headline to come
along.

Both have media consultants who are seeking book and
T.V. movie deals so the
battlelines will be drawn again.
Neither should be the star,
but pitied for what has happened. This case could end up
being a precedent for what
other couples may or could do
to one another.
Just for a moment imagine
if Lorena had chopped off
John's finger.
Would all this fascination
resulted or just a small blurb
on the back page of the newspaper?
I guess in this country a
penis has more clout.

Information Super Highway could be
fun ride without government surcharge
The new "Information
Super-Highway." This is
more and more becomming a
buzzword in the industry of
computers, television, and
telephones.
Why? Computer, television, and telephone technologies are slowly beginning to
converge and integrate. Computers have been using telephone technology for some
years, now, in the form of modems - devices by which a
computer communicates with
another computer over phone
lines. But a new technology,
which is already available,
will allow people to use special cable boxes to receive a
movie or game,fromthe cable
company, on demand.
So what impact will this
have on everyday life? Congress is attempting to put into
legislation, various Bills that
would put a surcharge on the
use of phone lines for telecommunications. I am on the
Screaming Eagle BBS (SE),
located here at Winthrop (a

C.J. L a m b
Galactic Perspectives &
Universal Truths
BBS is a Bulletin Board that
users with a computer and a
modem can call into.)
The SE has 45 different
areas (or topics) to read about
or post on. I am a regular
reader and poster of area 35 Law and Order. It also has
what is called "Doors." A door
lets you play games. Here I
play Global War (a risk type
game), and am undefeated.
On average, I spend about
30 minutes a day on the SE,
reading messages and playing
Global War. All of this is free.
I am also on GEnie, the
General Electric National Information Network. It costs
about $3/hour to be online with
GEnie. But GEnie has all kinds
offilesfor all kinds of people to
download. From hi-res games
to add-ons for popular utilities

to R-Rated pictures. Like I
said, it's for just about anybody.
It also has online
gamming with other people
from around the country.
Cyberstrike, a 3D graphic
game where you pilot a
cyberpod and move around a
city in search of other players to blow up, is currently
the highest rated game of
any BBS.
Other multi-player
games include Battletech,
Hundred Years War, Federation, and Gemstone 3. And
all of these are on GEnie and
it costs $3/hour to play someonefromas far away as California.
So, what has all of this
got to do with Congress, the
InformationSuper-Highway
and telecommunications?
It means that, if any of
these proposed Bills pass
through congress, it would
increase any online time with
See PERSPECTIVES, pg. 7
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Announcing...

of a contact person.
This column is for the use of the entire Winthrop community in making
announcements. This is a free service to all, but some restrictions on contentThe
willJohnsonian staff reser\'es the right to not print announcements that are
to be
inappropriate and to place announcements as it deems appropriate
be enforced. The serving of alcohol will not be announced in conjunction with
any
Announcements
may be edited for space. All announcements should be typ
event in any manner. Announcements are due in The Johnsonian office by noon
written
Friday before publication. The announcement should include the name and phoneor legible if hand-written. We reserve the right to edit announcements

Announcements

throp by learning about and
taking action against issues
such as hunger and
homelessness. Action for Food
meets every Monday at 12:30
p.m. for lunch and business.
We will be involved with
projects such as the Crop Walk
and Oxfam Fast. If interested,
please call Jay Karen at 4497
or Heather Heusinger at 3203.
•The Council for Exceptional Children will be sponsoring a faculty silent auction
on Feb. 9th and 10th to assist
in funding Exceptional
Children's Week this year.
•Our focus is on IDD (Iodine Deficiency Disorder) and
our theme is "Focusing on the
Future :The Children" for
Circle K Week on February 7 12.
A speaker/ social on Monday, February 8 with Gail
DuGiorgio will be held in Dinkins 220 at 8 p.m. An information table will be setup in Dinkins in Tuesday , February 8.
Circle K will spomser a Humanities T-shirt sale on the
main floor of Dinkins from 10
a.m. until 2 p.m. Circle K meets
every Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins room 220. Please support
Winthrop's Circle K chapter.

•Women in Communications, Inc. is having a program on Feb. 2 at 7:OOp.m. in
Johnson 102. Mary Higgins,
Acct. Executive of G-Force
Advertising will share her
experiences. Everyone is
welcome!
Contact Marilyn Sarow
at 4530 for more information.
•The ACM will be showing a film series on X Windows Programming starting
Tuesday , February 1 and
continuing for the next two
Tuesdays. The movies will
be shown st 4:45 in 312
Thurmond. Contact Dr.
Thacker at 2188 for more
details.
• Our Focus is on IDD
(Iodine Deficiency Disorder)
and our Theme is: "Focusing
on the Future:The Children"
for CirlceKWeek (Feb" 7-12
A speaker/ social on
Monday .February 8 with
Gail DiGiorgio will be held in
Dinkins 220 at 8 p.m. An
information table will be set
up in Dinkins on Tuesday,
February 8. Circle K will
sponsor a Humanities T-shirt
sale, on .=the. main,floorDinFellowship
kihsfrom'10a'.m?Urttil 2 p.m.
Opportunities
Circle K meets every
Monday at 8 p.m. in Dinkins
•Fellowship of Christian
room 220. Please support
Winthrop's Cirle KChapeter Athletes meets every Wednesday at 9:19 p.m. in Peabody's
lower gym. Fun, food, fellowClub News
ship.
•Reformed University Fel'Model League of Arab
States members — don't for- lowship meets every Tuesday
get our meetings on Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Dinkins Audievenings at 9 p.m. in the con- torium. This is a non-denomiference room, third floor national campus ministry. All
Bancroft. Have read and be students are invited to attend.
•Come join us for Bible
prepared to discuss the readstudy and fellowship at the
ings.
•Alpha Lambda Delta Baptist Student Center every
members—be watchingyour Thursday night at 8 p.m.
We're located on Oakland
mailboxes for announcements regarding upcoming Avenue, right across from the
President's
House.
meetings, service projects
We also provide great dinand social events. Call Jay
Karen at 4497 for more infor- ners on Tuesday nights at 5:30
p.m. for $2.50. Our theme this
mation.
•Get involved at Win- year is "Meeting students at

PERSPECTIVES
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any BBS - national or local.
The surcharges proposed are
upwards of $8/hour for access
to a BBS. That means access to
even local BBS that are free
would cost up to $8/hour.
The Information SuperHighway would give unprecedented access to information.
Information is power in the 90s.
It appears Congress would 'ike
to restrict access to that power
by applying a surcharge to access of that information.
The groundwork for 75 percent of the Information SuperHighway is already laid. Pretty
soon, anybody will be able, with
the right knowledge, to access
this in<yedible network of ser*

vices.
I encourage everyone to
watch and respond to their congressman on this issue. It encompasses every aspect of life,
from entertainment to work.
When finally completed, it
will cause changes on an international scale, like the car revolutionized transportation and
the phone revolutionized communications.
But, until the day it's not
possible, I'll be killing off
people's armies in Global War
and jumping from building to
building in Cyberstrike - lookingfor some innocent person to
blow up.
^.IfaUbe c p q l j , . . . . . . . . . .

the point of their need." Get
involved.
•Lutheran/Episcopal
Campus Ministry Club 527
(Luke 5:27 "Follow Me") Meets
every Sunday evening at 5:27
p.m. at Grace Lutheran
Church in the kitchen for
Christ-centered fun, food,
feasting, frivolity and fellowship, concluding with music,
devotions and worship which
are predominately student
lead.
Bible study meets every
Thursdayfrom 12:30-1:30 p.m.
(at the same location) for small
group informational Bible
study, looking at what God says
about current issues and needs
of those on campus and in our
world. Lunch is provided. August-May.
•WESLEY/ NEWMAN/
WESTMINSTER has a reputation of being a place where
we really care for one another
and those around us. This
group of Presbyterians (USA),
United Methodists and Roman
Catholics invite you to share
worship and prayer, fellowship
an meals, and explore social
issues as we grow together in
our understanding of each
other, the world and its people.
W/N/W meets each Wednesday at 5:30 p.m. for supper and
a program at The Wesley Foundation, 406 Stewart Ave.

Greek News
•The members of Episilon
Sigma Alpha would like to
welcome all of our new members and pledges. Rememberplant yourself and grow with
ESA.
We would also like to congratulate Kristy Truluck on
being selected secretary for
. Spring 1994.
•The Lambda Sigma
Chapter of Delta Zeta would
like to congratulate our two
new pledges:
Caroline Martens and Jennifer Perry
We love you!
We would also like to
thank Sigma Phi Epsilon for a
successful mixer this past

Thursday night.
We are looking forward to
mixing again with you in the
future.
•The brothers of Pi Kappa
Alpha
would like to
congratualate the members of
the Spring 1994 Alpha Delta
Pledge class: Tyler Barbee,
Dean Carter, Ken Drakeford,
Derek Gainey, Mark Kratz,
Todd
Lassiter,
Chris
Lemmonds, Grant McKee,
Jonathan Miller, Mike
Pearson, Blake Roberts, Steve
Seibold, Marshall Shepherd,
Benjie Shirley, and Michael
West. Congratulations guys!
We would also like to acknowledge the folio wing brothers who attained G.P.A.'s of 3.0
or better last semester: Mike
Anderson, Jeff Dumpert, Hiev
Giang, Chris Lienemann, Trip
Lowery, Fred Moore, Phil
Murdock, Eric Nash, Allen
Nason, Scott Neely, Bobby
Palmer, Nick Savanstano,
Kevin Wilson, and a special
congratulations to Chris Hester
for his 4.0 last semester.
Pi Kappa Alpha recognizes
that academics not the fraternity is the primary focus of
college.
• The sisters of Sigma
Sigma Sigma would like to
welcome our new members. We
love you! Congratulations!
Kristen Calhoun, Michelle
Edwins, Anna Hodge, Kim
Jackson, Karin Johnson, Meg
Kelly, Erin Lehman, Alisa
Pereira, Shannon Sanders,
Angela Schrum, Gina Smith
and Jennifer Stevenson.
•On behalf of the brothers
of Kappa Sigma, we would like
to welcome everyone back from
Christmas break. We wish the
best of luck to everyone during
this spring semester.
Kappa Sigma would like
to congratulate the following
gentlemen on their acceptance
of their bids given during
RUSH week 1994:
Tony
Payne,
Neal
Robinson, Jeremy Gillespie,
Matt Lindsay, Jonathon Elrod,
Stephen Distasio, Page Wofford, Brian Hollingsworth and
Kelvin Elrod.

Want to get the
word out?
Bring your
announcements to The
Johnsonian office in the
basement of Bancroft.
All submissions are due
by noon Friday.

The brothers of Kappa
Sigma would also like to extend another congratulations
to the Winthrop Dance Team
who placed 7th in the national dance finals. If anyone is interested in learning
more about th e Kappa Sigma
fraternity feel free to contact
the Kappa Sigma house at
366-8464.

•Resident Students' Association (RSA) meets every
Monday night at 9:45 in Kinard room 115.

Student
Publications
•The Student Publications Office is located in the
basement of Bancroft Hall
and houses The Johnsonian,
The Tatler, The Anthology
and The Roddey McMillan
Record. Phone ext. 3419 for
The Johnsonian, The Anthology or the Roddey-McMillan
Record and ext. 3418 for The
Tatler.
•The Johnsonian holds
staffmeetings every Sunday
at 10 p.m.
Anyone interested in
working on staff should attend this meeting in the Student Publications Office.
All students are invited
to attend a meeting and work
on staff. You do not have to
be a journalism major.
Writers are needed for
all sections.
Photographers and artists are also needed.
Reliable, hard working
students are needed to sell
advertising locally and in
Charlotte and Pineville. Payment is on a commission basis.
•The Roddey-McMillan
Record holds staff meetings
every Tuesday at 5:30 p.m.
•The Tatler has some extra copies of the '92-'93 yearbook. Come by and pick one
up today. We are also taking
orders for the '93-'94 yearbook.

Got a
gripe?
Write a
letter
to the
editor to
express
your
opinion.

DSU aims to make
cultural events fun
by Amanda Stanford
Fine Arts Writer
On Saturday January 29th
Billy McLaughlin came back to
Winthrop's campus to perform
his classical jazz guitar act. In
addition to the solo set he performed last year, he brought
his band with him this time to
perform a second set.
"His band only tours with
him two or three weeks out of
his time and it is hard to get
the two of them together," Boyd
Jones coordinator for student
activities said, "but hopefully
we can schedule it that way in
the future."
The music, in a unique combination of mellow soul stirring songs to upbeat jazzy
rhythms, was not the only plus
to going to the show.
McLaughlin seemed delighted
in playing to and talking with
the audience.
In between each of his
songs in the solo set as well as
in the set with his band
McLaughlin shared anecdotes
of his past, life on tour and
even invited the audience to
help him name a song.

66

We are trying to provide entertaining
as well as educational cultural events
for the campus."
—Boyd Jones
Coodinator for student activities

"^Tf^n^^oin^urin^the
show Tom Acousti, the performer from the night before
jumped up on the stage in
Johnson and joined in with
McLaughlin's band for part of
a song.
The highly entertaining
quality of the performance was
showing of the fact that in the
1993 competition for Campus
Entertainer of the year,
McLaughlin came away with
one of the highest vote counts.
Another added plus to the
performan ce was the fact it was
designated as a cultural event.
"We are trying to provide
entertaining as well as educational cultural events for the
campus," Boyd Jones said, "It
is getting to the point when the
campus knows DSU is sponsoring an event that they know
it will be good."

A question remains of who
decides what events on campus can be designated as cultural events. There is a committee on campus that's purpose is to answer just that question.
Faculty, staff or any organization on campus can file a
form called the cultural events
form to request that the committee consider whether or not
the event can be considered
cultural.
The committee is made up
offive faculty and two students
appointed by the SGA and they
meet once a month to vote on
which events can be classified
as cultural events.
"The committee has been
strict on some things, but we've
been pleased a £ the events
we've been able get as cultural
events," Jones said

'Brigadoon' combines talents
of three fine art departments
by Susan Brooks
Special to i ne jonnsonian
Rehearsals began Monday
for the production of the musical "Brigadoon" by Winthrop's
departments of music, theater
and dance. Marc Powers, chairman of the Department of Theater and Dance and professor
of dance, is the director of this
enormous production.
"This is the first time there
has really been an effort to
make sure that all the departments of the School of Visual
and Performing Arts have
taken a very active role," Powers said.
Students and members of
the community will receive
nine chances to see the final
product in Johnson theater, so
no one should miss it.
The opening show will be
at 8 p.m. on Thursday, March
31 and will be a formal event.
Following shows will be April
1-2 at 2 p.m., April 4-6 and 8 at
8 p.m., and April 9 at 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m.
The overall production involves the work and cooperation of over 100 people. Two
stage managers, two assistant
stage managers, choreographers, designers, musical and
choral directors, approximately
60 cast members, 20 orchestra
«Bfnembers, and 20 stagehands
are all working together to
make "Brigadoon" possible.
According to Powers, musicals are much more expen-

sive than plays to produce. To
buy the rights for the script
alone will cost nearly $3,000
whereas those for a play might
cost $300.
Sets and costumes will cost
an additional $6000. This
musical, in particular, will require six or seven sets as compared to one or two for the
average play.
Also, "Brigadoon" is set in
19th century Scotland, and the
kind of clothes appropriate for
such a setting are not too common in Rock Hill. As a result,
most of the costumes will have
to be made.
In all, "Brigadoon" will cost
about $10,000.
Winthrop junior Joel
Colquitt, mass communications major and theater minor,
has a leading role in
"Brigadoon." In the past he
has performed in productions
of "The Little Shop of Horrors"
and "Good News."
"This by far has to be the
largest production I've been in,"
Colquitt said. "I've really got
to admire Marc Powers—or
question his sanity—for doing
this."
According to Colquitt, music, theater, and dance students
tend to associate with their own
separate
groups,
and
"Brigadoon" will provide them
with the opportunity to get to
know each other better.
"I am excited about getting
to be around and work with a
lot of the dancers and actors,

because I think we have a lot to
share with each other and that
it'll be a good learning experience," Meredith Corn well said.
Cornwell, who graduated
from Winthrop in December
1993 with a BA in music, is
now a part-time graduate student in music and also has a
leading role in "Brigadoon."
She says that she has been
tryingfor years to get the School
of Visual and Performing Arts
to
do
something
collaboratively.
Other lead cast members
include Paul Mutter, Ashley
Wilson (who shares her role
with Cornwell), Alexis Hadsall,
P. J. MahafFey, and JuliaTodd.
Some cast members are
finding that their roles are extremely diverse. Apart from
singing and acting, Cornwell's
role requires her to dance,
which will serve as a new challenge for her.
Other roles allow for more
specialization, such as exclusively dancing roles. Colquitt
says his role only requires him
to act and that it fits not only
his talents, but his disposition
as well.
"I was not gping to audition for the rolenmtil someone
told me there was a role that
was perfect for me," Colquitt
said.
Either way, cast members
will certainly emerge from the
experience with a greater appreciation of each others' special talents.

Practice makes perfect

Photo by Amy Poweil

Students Darren Dukes and Andrew Bryant practice for the
staged reading o f I, Marcus Garvey." The reading, presented
by "The Bridge," will be Feb. 9-12 at 8 p.m. in Johnson studio
theatre. The reading is directed by Cqdjic Joyffi... s • , u r t

Poetry Contest
The fine arts page is
sponsoring a poetry contest.
All students interested in
writing poetry are invited to
submit poems 15-20 lines in
length. Each week, a poem
will be selected for publication on the fine arts page.
Please send submissions
to:
Fine Arts Editor
P.O. Box 6800
Winthrop University
Rock Hill, SC 29733
or drop them off at The
Johnsonian office. Each submission must have a contact
name and telephone number.

See your poetry
in print!

Fine Arts Calendar
Feb. 4 - March 18
•The Light Factory
Photographic Arts Center
presents "Evidence of
Death." The exhibit includes
photographs by Andres
Serrano, Lucinda Devlin,
Sophie Calle, James Van
Der Zee and Elisabeth Relin.
Admission is free for students. Call (704) 333-9755
for more information.
Fri., Feb 4
•7 p.m. Virginia Garaty
presents a lecture entitled
"The Gullah Culture and
Language" Cultural
Event.
Sat., Feb 5
•8 p.m. Roger Gillen,
Irish folk singer, in concert.

Admission is $1 with I.D.
Cultural Event.
SUB., Feb 6
•2 p.m. Lecture and
tour of Robicek gallery at
the Mint Museum. Contact Mary Schweitzer at
323-4651 for more information. Cultural Event.

Mon., Feb. 6
•6:30 p.m. Theatrical
presentation by 54th Massachusetts Company I.
Tillman auditorium. Cultural Event.
Feb. 12-March 5
•African Dance and
MovementclassesatMYCO.
Cost for four classes is $12.
Call the Museum at 3292121 for more information.
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Abundant Life in Christ

Spotlight
0

Latter Day Saints
The Latter Day Saints is a
group of Mormons who come
together to support each other
as they learn about their religion and church.
Winthrop's chapter of The
Latter Day Saints began last
year duringthe fall. Since then,
the organization has participated in activities such as supporting a child for the Associa-

tion of Ebonites annual Christmas time Angel Tree.
There are no requirements
to be a member.
The group meets on
Wednesdays at 5:30 p.m. at
The Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter Day Saints located on
Mt. Gallant Rd.
For more information, contact Kristi Ervin at ext 3342.
- Joyce Tisdaie

WCCM

WCCM is composed of community service programs
different organized religions such Oxfam Fast, Crop Walk,
such as Baptist, Episcopal, AIDS Memorial Service and
Roman Catholic, Lutheran, Home Sweet Homeless.WCCM
Presbyterian, United Meth- also participates during orient
odist and Reformed Univer- ation in which it has a dinner,
concert and faculty and staff
sity Fellowship.
These organizations al- picnic.There is no requirement
low students to work to- to be a member.
For more information on
gether as an organizational
body in "which different minis" -"Tow to" become a member a
nd times WCCM meet, contact
tiTes arFinvolved.
WCCM sponsors different Judy Huitt at ext. 366-8582.
- Joyce Tisdale

Fellowship of Christian Athletes
At 9:19 p.m. on Wednesdays in Peabody 135, the students of the Fellowship of
Christian Athletes meet to
share their faith with one another.
FCA president Susan
Braddock, said, "The mission
of the FCA is to present to
athletes, coaches, and all whom
they influence the challenges
and adventure of receiving
Jesus Christ as Savior and
Lord, serving him in their relationships and in the fellowship
of the church."

The FCA is interdenominational and welcomes all students to join in their fellowship, not only athletes.
Some of their service
projects include volunteering
at nursing homes and collectingtoys with the Association of
Ebonites for needy children at
Christmas.
If you would like more information about FCA, you can
call Susan Braddock at 3233428, Dawn Rampey at 3233353, or Tommy Plumblee at
323-4368.
- Heather Davis

Wesley/ Newman/ Wesminister
W e s ley/
N ewm an/
Westminister is an ecumenical community of Methodist,
Catholic, and Presbyterian students which offers a wide range
of opportunities for worship,
service, and fellowship at Winthrop.
On Wednesdays at 5:30
p.m., dinner is provided by local churches and is followed by
a program at 6:15 at the Wesley
Foundation, 406 Stewart Ave.
On Sundays there is a Vesper service at 6 p.m. at Oakland Ave. Presbyterian
Church, 421 Oakland Ave.
Also on Sundays, there is a
Catholic Mass at 6 p.m. at the
Oratory Church, 434 Ch arlotte
Ave.
Action for Food meets on
Mondays at 12:30 at the
Westminister House, 515 Oakland Ave. This group of stu-

_•

Reformed Univ. Fellowship

Abundant Life In Christ is members sing and perform
a collegiate organization whose skits about the Bible.
ALIC participate in differfocus is to encourage anyone
who is a member of the organi- ent group activities such as
zation or who is not a member going skating, bowling, out to
to love and enjoy one another. eat and to the movies.
The organization is open to
During the meetings, the
organization members sing, all denominations of religion.
There
is no requirement to be a
discuss the Bible and listen to
testimonies told by members member.
ALIC meets on Tuesdays
about things that are happening in their life. Sometimes the at9p.m. For more information
members get together to par- about ALIC, contact Gayle
ticipate in a a Jubliant" in which Davis at ext. 3994.
- Joyce Tisdale

dents works on projects like
the Hunger Run, a letter writing campaign with Bread for
the World, and nunger banquet. These st ents also sell
Guatemalan jewelry in Dinkins
to support the women's co-op
in Guatemala. There is a Bible
study on Mondays at 5:30 p.m.
and "Friday Night Frenzy" two
Fridays a month.
In addition to these activities, W/N/W runs Tuesday's
Child, an after, school tutoring
program for the children of
Pilgrim's Inn.
If you would like to know
more about the Wesley/
Newman/ Westminster Campus Ministry, call Risher
Brabham, Methodist campus
minister, at 327-5640, Lisa
Krebs at 328-6269, or Jim
Moran, Catholic campus minister, at 327-9509.
- Heather Davis

a
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Started seven years ago,
Reformed University Fellowship is affiliated with the Presbyterian Church in America.,
although its focus is non-denominational.
Meetings are scheduled
every Tuesday at 8 p.m. in
Dinkins Auditorium.
Students in RUF reach out
to the community through tutoring projects, working at the
Crisis Pregnancy Center, and
visiting prisoners.
Along with the Winthrop

Bapist Student Uniion

Established in 1932, the
Baptist Student Union has
been a place of fellowship and
worship for Winthrop students
for the past 62 years.
BSU's campus minister,
the Rev. Bob Porterfield said,"
Our goal at BSU is to introduce
people to Christ and have them
believe in him. We also provide encouragement, challenge, and direction to students
who are Christians."
Over 150 students participate in the service programs
that BSU has to offer, which
include visitingnursinghomes,
helping Pilgrim's Inn, raising
money for mission work, and
repairing houses for homeless
women in Rock Hill.
As a member of the Win-

Campus BYW
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Cooperative Campus Ministries, RUF participates in the
CROP Walk, Home Sweet
Homeless, and the Alyce T.
Guettler Hunger Run.
Activities such as volleyball, theme dances, hiking,
water skiing, and hayrides are
also coordinated by the students of RUF.
If you would like more information about the Reformed
University Fellowship, call
campus minister Sam Joyner,
366-3107.
- Heather Davis

Although many religious
groups have no requirements
to be a member of a selected
organization, the only requirement the Campus Baptist
Young Women have is that a
member has to be a female.
The organization, which is
affiliated with Baptist Student
Union, provides snacks and
games at least once a month
for children at Pilgrims Inn.
During meetings, the or-

throp Cooperative Campus
Ministries, BSU participates
in the CROP Walk, Home
Sweet Homeless, the Alyce. T.
Guettler Hunger Run, and a
Sea Islands Work Project in
Adam's Run, SC.
BSU's weekly activities
include: dinnei on Tuesdays
at 5:30 p.m., a weekly program
every Thursday at 8 p.m. and
Friday night activities every
other Friday. All activities begin at the Baptist Student Center, 620 W. Oakland Ave.
All students, baptist or
otherwise, are welcome at these
activities.
For more i n f o r m a t i o n
about BSU, call Bob Porterfield
at327-1149 or Julie Thompson
at 323-4047.
- Heather Davis
ganization have Bible study
and they study about missionaries. If a missionary has a
birthday during the day the
organization meets, t \ e organization prays for that specific
missionary. CBYW meets every other Tuesday to 6:30 p.m.
at the Baptist Student Union
located on campus.
For more information
about CBYW, contact Carol
Malphrus at ext. 3716.
- Joyce Tisdale

Lutheran/ Episcopal Ministry
Ifyou are lookingfor a place
to study the Bible and grow in
your faith in Christ, visit the
Lutheran/Episcopal Campus
Ministry.
Named for the fifth book of
Luke, verse 27, the 527 Club
meets on Thursdays at 12:30
p.m. for bible study and lunch
at Grace Lutheran Church, 426
Oakland Ave.
Judy Huitt, campus minister, said, "Lutheran/Episcopal Campus Ministry is a caring place to belong and to discover who you are in Christ
and to find encouragement as

The Sanctuary
The Sanctuary is an organization that allow students
from different religions to
come together to gain insight
or understanding about other
religions.
The purpose of The Sanctuary is not to teach but to
inform.
The only requirements
there are to be a member of the
organization is to be intelligent, interested in the organization itself and notjudge other

you seek your direction in life."
In cooperation with the
Winthrop Cooperative Ministries, students work with ecumenical events like CROP
Walk, Hunger Run, Home
Sweet Homeless, and an AIDS
Memorial Service.
Programs on varied topics
as well as retreats at the lake
and beach are offered throughout the semester.
If you would like more information about Lutheran/
Episcopal Campus Ministry,
call Judy Huitt, 324-5295, or
Allison Braswell, 329-3456.
- Joyce Tisdale
religious groups.
Officers of The Sanctuary
provide members with catalogs, contacts and information about other religions.
There is also a small library
provided by The Sanctuary that
is open to members only.
The Sanctuary meets every other Thursday at 7 p.m.
at a center located on campus.
For more information about
The Sanctuary, contact Steven
Dumpert at 329-6481.
- Heather Davis
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Milestone club to close
Live CD planned

Local bands to hold
commemorative show
by Lee Belcher
Entertainmeiit Editor

This Thursday night will
mark three days of double and
triple bill shows that will feature eight of Charlotte's premiere bands for the recording
of a live CD.
The CD so far has been
tentatively titled "Live at the
Milestone."
Hardsoul Poefs singer-guitarist John Crooke is producing the CD for an independent
label he hopes to start.
Thursday's show will feature Doubting Thomas,
Hardsoul Poets and ElectroLuxe.
Friday's show will feature
Second Skin and Sugarsmack.
While February 5 show will
feature Me and Emma, Buzzoven and Antiseen to finish out
The band Sugarsmack will be one of the bands to perform and contribute to the live CD. There the three days of shows that
will also be seven other bands who will be performing at the Milestone club to commemorative are planned.
"Live at the Milestone" will
its closing.

mark the closing of the Milestone on April 15.
The Milestone is closingbecause club owners Penny
Carver and Maggie Mc Gee
have decided not to renew their
lease.
In an interview in Friday's
January 28, "Charlotte Observer" Carter said, "It's run
its course. It's been three years
of virtually volunteering our
time to operate the club. Maggie
and I have been putting back
all the money into the club....
Three years that's enough."
The CD will hopefully be
out in late March or April so it
can be sold at the Milestone.
The three nights of shows
will showcase the diverse musical sounds that Charlotte has
to offer.
From the happy electric
folk melodies of Electro-Luxe
to the angst and aggression of
punk metal fusion band
Buzzov-en.

Irish performer
sings ballads
by Kaetrena Davis
Fntertainment Writer
There is a new face on the
music scene, and the owner of
that face is coming to Winthrop.
His name is Roger Gillen,
and according to "Rolling
Stone" magazine critic Hilly
Kristal, Gillen "is the best new
talent [he's] heard."
He was featured in "Rolling Stone's" April 1991, "New
Faces" issue.
Gillen has been in the New
Music Seminar and the College Music Journal show.
Gillen, a folk-rock singer
and songwriter from Ireland,
will be performing at Winthrop
University this weekend.
His new band was formed
under the assistance of Imago
records and has learned to intermingle traditional sounds
with new aspects of rhythm.
His music reflects progressive rhythms which many focus on political and social issues.
Gillen started his career
when he was 19 andhewonthe
National Talent Search of Ireland singing his own material.
He was soon noticed for
the major talent he is in the
musical world.
He has received much acclaim for his work and his origi-

nal tJiemght^orf, life

"The kind of
music I liked
was too
sophisticated
for LA...11
-Roger Gillen
singer
through in his musical style
and attitude..
Later he left Ireland and
came to school in the States
where he attended the University of Missouri, studying music composition.
He eventually made his
way to New York.
Where he caused quite a
stir on the New York City concert circuit.
Since then he has gained
interest from several different
record companies and has recently worked with producer
Malcom Burn.
"I knew all along ...that I
was bound for LA or New York
City. The kind of music I liked
was too sophisticated for LA...!"
Gillen recently recorded a
|d$mo tape produced by

Photo courtesy of DSU

Roger Gillen
In the coming months and $2 without.
Malcolm Byrne. He has also
There will also be beer sold
opened for the popular folk Gillen is planning several at the event with the proper
group The Indigo Girls on their shows on the East Coast and a
ID.
last tour of the United States possible trip to Ireland.
Meanwhile, be on the look
Roger Gillen will perform
It impressed one company
out for Gillen.
so that a deal was struck and at Winthrop on Saturday Feb.
He's soon sure to become a
Gillen was put together with 5 at 8 p.m. in Dinkins.
Admission is $1 with ID < h o n s e h o l d ' H f i m e . ' ,
his band.
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Book Review

Cole's journal digs
into history as roadie
'Planet Joe' reveals private thoughts, realities
by Jackie Lowery
Managing Editor
May 3,1987 Trenton, NJ:
Last night I was in a strange
mood.
I didn't feel so good and
today I feel the same way.
It's all in my mind and it's
not good.
Imagine the world reading about your thoughts, your
fears and your latest "conquest."
In his book "Planet Joe,"
the late Joe Cole allows readers to read about his life in a
two and half year span while
on tour with Black Flag and
later on tour with the Rollins
band.
There is no secondhand
information from a biographer,
but the real scoop from Cole
about what really goes on as a
roadie for a band.
It makes a person wonder
how Cole would feel knowing
people are reading his private
thoughts and opinions about
.ithers and various events.
Cole wrote a prologue to
the book talking about life before being a roadie.
His father and mother
were divorced when he was
very young.
Cole does not have good
memories of his stepfather
Pete who was an ex-marine.
"One time he washed my

mouth out with soap after I
said something he didn't like
and finished by bashing my
mouth against the faucet cutting my lip and knocking a
tooth out."
An interestingfact learned
from the book was that Cole's
stepmom was Jacqueline
Smith from the "Charlie's Angels."
Cole seemed to have led an
interesting life racing motorcycles to wanting to be a professional tennis player.
In 1985, Cole gave up tennis and "Planet Joe" chronicles
what he did next in life.
While being a roadie for
the two bands, Cole wrote
about what he saw and how he
felt about life in general.
Various club playingdates
are highlighted along with Cole
wondering is this what he
wants to do with life.
It is sad reading the book
andknowingthatin afewyears
after the journal entries that
Cole died.
This book allows people to
get to know a statistic of a
violent crime and not just another aiticle in the crime beat
section.
As Henry Rollins wrote in
the foreword that he wanted
people to know the facts about
Joe Cole and that he was a
rare type of individual whose
life was cut short in his prime.

Photo by RobOuzts

Planet Joe

Sell, hire or advertise
in The Johnsonian
each and every week.
Rates: 1st 25
words...$1.10 for students +50 cents each
additional 10 words.
(Call for off-campus rates
at 323-3419.)

Ads must be
pre-paid.
Please call
ext. 3419
before
delivering
ad.

Local BandsNeed exposure?
CaU 323-3419
or write to:
Entertainment Editor
The Johnsonian
P.O. Box 6800
Winthrop University

BANDS AND SINGERS
Photo courtesy of DSU

Curnette and Maher
The only instruments you'll hear at a Curnette & Maher concert are acoustic guitars. Well, maybe a mandolin or harmonica,
too.
The duet met in 1989 at Wake Forest University in Winston-Salem. In 1991, Curnette & Maher released their first compact disc
"Think Again", and in 1993, they released a second work, "Rumble of the Ages". Their harmonies are simple but profound in
nature and they have been keeping audiences excited throughout the southeast.
Curnette & Maher will perform at Winthrop on Friday, Feb.4 at 8 p.m. Admission is $1 with ID and $2 without. Come out and
see this talentedgroup perform! ;i Yv
e:S. '.<* r - V * ' - t

Record your demo tape
et a studio for $15/iir.
Tim at 3*4^861.

srSports
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Lady Eagles win two in a row

Weaver guides Wirithrop to two victories, hits winning free-throw
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Winthrop Lady
Eagles won their second consecutive home game destroying non-conference opponent
Newberry College 85-46.
The Lady Eagles quickly
jumped on top of the Indians
from the outset of the first
half, grabbing a 9-2 lead by
pressing the young Newberry
team taking them out of their
game plan.
Winthrop continued to extend their lead goingintohalftime with a comfortable margin 39-23.
The Lady Eagles got a big
boostfromKathi Weaver, who
had just returned to action
three games ago after missing
several due to an ankle injuiy.
Coach Robin Muller said,
"This is the first time I've seen
Kathi play this well since
Christmas break. It was probably the best game she's played
all year."
Weaver led the balanced
scoring attack of the Eagles
scoring 19 points.
"I had a ball out there tonight," Weaver said.
"We all were having fun,
but at the end, we all looked at
each other and thought, we
know how it feels to be on the
other side of the stick."
Photo by Joel Nichols
Along with Weaver, there
Lauren Boggs goes aftera lose ball against Newberry College were three other Lady Eagles

in double figures.
Carmen Thomas poured in
16 points for the Eagles, while
Kara Harkness and Tammy
Jones added 13 points each.
Freshman Stacey Milton
played an excellent game for
the Lady Eagles.
She grabbed a team high
16 rebounds, which is also a
career high for Milton.
"I was pleased to see us
have the opportunity to run
our offense tonight and make
some baskets out of our set
offense," Muller said.
"We're going to have to dig
deep and work real hard on
our offensive rebounding. At
times we just stood around and
let Newberry get. the ball."
Even so, the Lady Eagles
out rebounded Newberry 6234.
The Eagles now stand 213 overall and 1-7 in the BSC.
Once again the Lady
Eagles got a lift from their
point guard Kathi Weaver.
Weaver hit a free throw
with five seconds remaining
in the game to give Winthrop
the victory over UNC AsheviHe
70-69.
This win extended the
Lady Eagles winning streak
to two victories in a row and
also gave them a three game
winning streak at home .
"I was worried about the
first free throw," said Weaver.
"But I was praying for the sec-

ond one and it went in."
Lady Eagle Head Coach
Robin Muller said she knew
Weaver would do it.
"She had the confidence and
knew she was going to hit it. I
knew she was going to make
the free throw," said Muller.
"She's been hitting them in
practice. She always misses one
so I knew she would make the
second."
Winthrop had a five point
lead going into thefinalfive
minutes in the game, but UNCA
fought back to tie the game 6969 with only 14 seconds remaining.
Coach Muller called time
to organized a play for the final
shot.
"We wanted to get the ball
inside, preferably to one of the
post players. But Kathi felt it
and took it inside herself,"
Muller said.
She said it was kind of a
metal breakdown, but not our
worst option. They got off a
shot and got fouled, that's not
bad, she said.
Eagles Notes
The Lady Eagles took on
the University of North Carolina and lost 85-34.
Game coverage will-be in
next week's issue.
They return to Big South
Conference play Friday and
Saturday where they will face
Towsen St. and UMBC.

Eagles lose heartbreaker to UMBC
Drop two Big South Conference games on the road
The Tigers turned up their
At the start of the second
defensive pressure and along half, Winthrop only had seven
with Winthrop's shooting per- players dressed for action as
The Winthrop Eagles took formance that fell off in the the injury bug bit the Eagles
their show on the road an what second half, pulled away and again.
John Temple , who gained
a show it was, with LaShaun took the victory 104-86.
Coach Dan Kenney said, a starting role due to the injuCoulter leading the way.
Coulter came out on fire "It was a situation of we played ries to Carlo Wilkins and David
against Towsen St. hitting his well for about 25 minutes, un- McMahan, went down late in
first six three-point attempts, til Towsen St. turned up their the first half with a foot injury.
In the second half, the
one even went for a four-point defensive pressure."
"When they pushed and Eagles picked up their defenplay.
played
hard,
we
didn't
respond
sive
intensity on UMBC and
In fact, several of the
Coulter and McVay continued
Eagles were on fire from the to the challenge," he said.
"We've
got
to
start
doing
to assault the Retrievers with
three-point arc, shootinga redhot nine for 13fromthe stripe things down the stretch to keep 3-point bombs, closingthe score
to 69-63.
for 69 percent average in the us in the ball game."
The Eagles was lead by
With under two minutes
first half.
Branham
and
Coulter.
left to play McVay hit a threeBut even with this offenBranham
had
32
points,
point
shot to pull the Eagles
sive out put the Eagles still
trailed the Tigers going into while Coulter had a careerhigh back to within one point 74-73.
30 points.
UMBC made a basket with
halftime 48-46.
At UMBC the Eagles con- under one minute to play to
In the second half, Winthrop change up their offen- tinued to shoot the ball well send their lead back to three
points.
sive strategy and started to go from the perimeter.
LaShaun Coulter still had
Winthrop only hadfivesecinside to Melvin Branham.
the
hot
hand
as
he
started
the
onds to get a play off needing a
Branham who only had
eight points in the first half, game connecting on his first 3-pointer to tie and send the
game into overtime.
responded to the call and two three-point attempts.
This kept the Eagles close
Coulter received the pass
reeled off 14 quick points to
keep the Eagles in the game in the first half of action, as from out-of-bounds, swinged it
they trailed UMBC 21-13 at around to McVay, whose foot
early in the second half.
But Towsen S t , a team the half way mark of the first went over the line out-ofbounds and the Eagles never
that has beaten schools who period.
Jamie McVay got in on the got the shot off and dropped
are traditionally ranked in
theTop 25 like St. Johns Uni- act as he assaulted th e Retriev- another Big South Conference
versity, showed the Eagles ersfromthe three-point arc as game to UMBC 78-75.
Coach Dan Kenney said,
why they are capable of pull- well hitting three treys in a
m really proud of the team's
ing off upsets over top teams row, giving the Eagles a spark
in the country .
„ „ late in the half.
» . effort .today. -They could-have

by Byron Putman
Sports Editor

Coach Dan Kenney takes a close look at the Eagles in action.
used every excuse in the book
Eagles Notes:
and quit but didn't."
The Eagles will take
LaShaun Couter broke his
on Big South Conference own record of sixthree-poiniers
foe UNC Greensboro at the in a game, making seven threecoliseum tonight, game time pointers against Towsen S t
•7 pm.
V
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Eagles lose McMahan for the season
by Heather Ard
Special to The Johnsonian
After
getting off
to a succ e s s fu 1
s t a r t ,
D a v i d
McMahan's
season
came to a
crashing
ing a game against Campbell
on Jan. 15.
McMahan, a wing for the
Winthrop basketball team,
fell while handling the ball
and broke two bones in his
wrist. McMahan is wearing
a cast that will have to stay
on for six weeks or longer.
Although he is out for the
season, McMahan is hoping
his wrist will heal in time for
the tournament games. Head
Coach Dan Kenney is counting on McMahan to be back

on the team by next season.
For the time being,
McMahan is concentrating on
the healing process involved
for his
arm.
U
I guess HI try to stay in
shape in case I do get to come
back this season and play,"
McMahan said.
McMahan, a junior, is a
resident of Gastonia.N.C. and
transfer student from
Gardner-Webb College. Due
to problems with the college's
program, McMahan began
looking around for other
schools after his freshman
year. After getting in contact
with Coach Kenney, he and
his parents made a trip down
to Winthrop for a tour.
McMahan liked the head
coach ?.nd campus immensely
and decided to transfer. He
intended to play on the team
last year but after injuring
his ankle was unable to participate.
The Eagles will miss
McMahan out on the court.

Kenney said that with any type
of group, losing even one member takes something away from
the whole team. He feels that
McMahan helpshis team members to play better because he
is not a selfish player and is
always thinking one step
ahead, from play to play.
"He, along with other players, is what coach and student
athletes are supposed to be
like," Kenney said. "He also
excels in the classroom- something I'm very proud of."
McMahan currently holds
a 3.5 GPR in finance. He is
interested in becoming a stockbroker if he doesn't coach professionally.
McMahan spends most of
his time hanging out with
friends and keeping his grades
up. He aiso enjoys playing golf
and tennis when he is not playing basketball.
For now, McMahan is focusing on getting his arm
healed so he can return to action as soon as possible.

Two players nominated for Academic Ail-American
by Byron Putman
Sports Editor
The Winthrop men's basketball team had two of their
players nominated for the
CoSida-GTE Academic AilAmerican Award this week.
Sophomore
David
McMahan and Junior John
Temple were nominated by
Winthrop Sports Information
Director, Jack Frost for their
acad6mlcrahd)rthletitrachievements.

To be nominated, a student athlete musthave at least
a 3.3 cumulative grade point
average.
Temple, who is a chemistry major from Asheville, NC,
has a 3.3 grade average and
McMahan, a finance major
from Gastonia, NC, has a 3.3
grade average.
The Ail-American candidates are chosen from schools
in North and South Carolina,
Virginia, Georgia, and Florida.
Other players that have

been nominated are: Joey
Hart, Coastal Carolina; Eric
Montross, University of North
Carolina ; Marc Blucas,
Wake Forest; Todd Fuller,
NC State; Kevin Larkin,
Old
Diminion;
Bobby
Kummer, UNCC; Bobby
Prince and Bryan Woolsey,
VMI.
The top five vote getters
from District III will receive
District III All-American recognition and be placed on the
national ballot.

Come out and support your
W i n t h r o p Eagles
as t h e y take o n
UNCG t o n i g h t g a m e t i m e 7 p m

Photo

Go Eagles 1

Nichols

Cheerleader s Ricky Hill and Heather Anderson lead the
Eagles fans in a chant during Winthrop basketball action
against a Big South Conferece rival Radford University.

All Men and Women interste<
in running track for
Winthrop University Track
Team call
Coach Ben Paxton at ext.
2129.

Valentine Balloon
Bouquets
ORDER BY FEB. 5
AND RECEIVE A FREE
18" RED HEART
MYLAR
(a $3.00 value)

your food dollar.
At Pizza Inn'sall you can eat buffet, you can always
go back for more dellcous pizza, pasta, salad,
garlic bread and dessert, all for one low price.

Lunch $ 3 "
11 a.m. - 2 p.m. everyday

59

Dinner$4

Balloon Bouquets from $5.95
CHOOSE FROM OUR ARRANGEMENTS OR CREATE YOUR OWN

HOT AIR BALLOONS • STUFF ITS
STUFFED ANIMALS • NOVELTIES
CARDS • BASKETS • MUSIC BOXES

5 - 9 p.m. Sunday, Monday and Tuesday
Ij o t

/fi;

2i3Jn!oq-»sTriJA'.- '

*.!

M-F 9-8
SAT 9 - 5

WE DELIVER
328-3141

•* • ' •

366-3149
,-i

i. 3-i
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Organization key
in juggling family,
school, activities
by Camellia L. Shuler
Lifestyles Writer
"Timingis everything," English major Mary Snaden said.
And indeed it is when one
has a family and is continuing
his or her education.
As a full-time undergraduate, a wife and mother of one,
Snaden said she has to be very
organized.
"I would never have gone
to school if my daughter
[Nastassia] did not come. She
inspired me to get my life going," she said.
Snaden is expected to
graduate in May.
Like Snaden, Kathy Parsons finds herself studying at
night when her two children
are asleep.
Parsons, a part-time undergraduate, said it is more
time consuming being a student with a family because you
have a household to run
She has a babysitter to take

care of her youngest one until
she finishes with her class.
As far as the social life goes,
Parsons said, "You do not have
anything to do but schoolwork
and watch the children."
Health administration major Leslie Whitmire said by her
being in college she can help
her two children with their
homework.
She said she hopes that
her attitude towards the importance of studying will rub
off on her children.
Although juggling school
and family could be difficult for
some married students, others
like Tammy Smith consider the
two as a "full-time job."
"I think I can do it because
I do not have children," she
said.
However, Smith said, "If it
were not for God, I would be
lost." This is because balancing your time with school and
family is "so demanding." She
is a full-time undergraduate

Photo by R o b O u z t s

Leslie Walker Whitmire, center, heips her children Christy and Justin with homework.
and is majoring in elementary
education.
Biology major Laura Suter
said she relies on her husband,
Jim, to take care of their two
children while she is in school.
Although she is a part-time

Wanted: good night's sleep
Sleep deprivation leads to emotional stress for students
by Carmen Coleman
Special to The Johnsonian
How much sleep did you
get last night? Did you wake
up feeling like you had only
slept a couple of minutes? Did
you struggle against the temptation to press.the-snooze-bar
just one more time? :
If you find yourself a n swering these questions with a
yawn and a groan, you are not
alone.
Many Winthrop students
are simply getting less sleep
than they need, and, in turn,
feel the lack of sleep affecting
them physically and emotionally.
"I haven't been sleeping at
all since school started," Shannon Robinson said, "I usually
get five to six hours [of sleep
per night]," even though she
needs eight hours of sleep to
feel rested.
Kisha Stuart, .who normally gets about four hours of
sleep a night said,"I need at
least seven hours [of sleep] a

night or I'm not a happy
camper."
So, how much sleep
should college students be
getting every night? Vicki
Baroody-Wells, coordinator of
student health and wellness
services recommends sleeping
at least six to eight hours each
night. "It really depends on the
person. Some people, if they
get eight hours Eof sleep], they
feel terrible, "Baroody-Wells
said. "Some people, if they don't
get eight hours, they feel terrible."
Surprisingly, though, stu*
dents should notgetmore than
eight to nine hours of sleep
unless they have a sleep deficit.
A sleep deficit develops
when a student sleeps less than
or around three hours of sleep
each night for a prolonged period of time.
Wells said that these students often are emotional and
stressed out and may even suffer from stomach and head-

Benefits Plus, Ltd,
Student Health Insurance Plans
*NEW SERVICE*
Tax Preperation - Electronic Filing Rapid
Refund Loan
Refund in 2-3 days
$5 Discount
Call for details.
329-5488
1-800-849-0293

aches.
To avoid sleep deprivation,
some students have decided to
simply make time for sleep.
Claudia Sullivan said, "If I
didn't get a proper amount of
rest, I wouldn't be able to function and maintain a balance
between academics, extracurricular activities and my RA
job."
Yet, there will always be
times where there are too many
things to do and too little time
to do it in. During allnighters Baroody-Wells said
that temporarily, catnapping
can be a good idea.
"Iffor some reason you have
to be up, catnapping is good."
she says. T r y to get sleep off
and on."
Baroody-Wells also recommends stretching, meditation
and massage exercises toj release tension and stress.
She said that these and
other stress management techniques can temporarily help
those suffering from lack of
sleep.
Students rarely get the
sleep they need. Even the most
organized student finds himself having to stay up late to
complete an assignment.
Planning well can help
the student avoid many of these
times, while maintaining, an
acceptable sleep schedule.
This produces a more rested,
energized and motivated person.
Make a pledge to yourself
to get some sleep tonight. Pleasant dreams!

Got a Lifestyles

undergraduate, Suter said she
really enjoys being in school.
While making time for
school and social life is tough;
making time for family,
school and social life is even
tougher.

However, with time management, one can complete the
"balancing act" with few problems.
And as Whitmire said, one
is never too old to learn nor too
old to move on with one's life.

Winter best season
for couch potatoes
...
• .-"s.t'ufa-'-tiara jtifi'ifaritifct

by Karen N. Mitchell
Staff Writer

"I love the SuperBowl, especially since the Cowboy's are
playing,"
Gradua'e student Terrel
It is 30 degrees outside,
ice has made the roads slick Butts said. "It makes the winand classes have been can- ter even better."
Despite the cold, students
celled— what is there to do?
"I was in the cafeteria were jogging, swimming, playwhen they said classes were ing tennis and. cycling around
cancelled, so I went to my room campus, at Peabody Gym and
and watched my soap opera," at Winthrop Lake. But sophosaid that
Erika Whisonant, a sopho- more Gretchan Bair
u
more mass communications wbpn"it'is co)d, . I sleep and
listen'to
theradio."
major said. "But I got very
When asked hovy he spent a
impatient so I trekked out in
the mud and cuddled up with, few of the- wirtter days, junior
my boyfriend Andy while Aaron Moore said, "I smoked
... my'tobacco-pipe and I shaved
watching a movie."
The recent cold winter "myhead.",:
Yet, the change in temperaweather and the winter season itself has affected the be- ture has not changed the behavior patterns and the typi- havior of all students at Wincal activities of students a* throp: Interior design major
Anne Jackson said, "I watch
Winthrop University.
"I definitely study more in television, I read magazines, I
the winter because once the study and I do the shag to the
spring hits, you'll find me on Be^stie Boys— but I do that a
theKinard lawn with afrisbee lot throughout'the year."
Senior Shane Hutchinson
and a dog," health administration studentRobin Chittick said he enjoys the winter sealikes indoor acsaid. "I al so go to h ockey games son becausie he
r
in the winter, hence the. sea- tivities such as renting videos
and going tQ local theaters.
son."
•
w-'
"I really .love ,the winter,"
The winter is also theieasori ofThe Superlpowl, andlike Hutchinson said, "but the one
any other wipter tradition, thing I hate about winter is
many student^.celebrated the clipped lips!" ' '• \ '
Although there were some
"holiday" on Superbowl Sundrawbacks to the season a few
day.
"Usually during the-win- students had different opinions.
ter I hibernate with about 50 * "I'enjoywinterjustasmuch
billion books," art education as summer, if not more," hismzyor Kim Radford said, "But tory major Tina Depew said,
this weekend I'll be watching "because it's a holiday season
the SuperBowl with my fi- and you can spend time with
family and friends."
ance."

idea? Call the Lifestyles

editor at ext. 3419.
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Distractions
By Ted Kay

Wunderland

By Jesse W. Campbell
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Lunch hour at rehab.

Galactic Knight

By Pete Kaliner
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Weekly Crossword
Musica"
ACROSS
Scorch
Allergic reaction
Fonda or Doe
Italla's capital
Wipe off
Above
Mr. Cassini
Actor Nick
Submarine, in some
places?
20 Brook's forte
22 Singers Van Halen
and Ames to their
teachers
24 Word with poison or
league
25 Mork'sboss
26 Hold responsible
29 Some computers: abr.
30 Start
34 Take the bus
35 Words wtth carte or
mode
36 Region in France
37 Longshoremen's org.
38 Performed by choirs
40 City In OH
41 Spanish shawls
43 Chemical ending
44 Shout
45 Look down at
46
Cat
47 Comes in second
48 City in New York
50 Rower resting place
51 Simon & Garfunkel's
forte
54 Rythmical flow
58 Immediate initials
59 Small stoves
61 Prevaricator
62 Ceremony
63 German river
64 Pen for Charles Lamb
65 Previous time
66 Heads to Pierre
67 Monopoly income
DOWN
1 Gloat

By Gerry Frey

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
18
19

Last week's puzzle solution
" AMERICANISMS

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
35
36
38

39 Fuss
Golf goal
42 Armstrong's forte
City in Iowa
44 Roy Rogers, e.g.
Jopiin's forte
One of eight British kings 46 Grass cutter
47 Guided
Press
49 Sluggish
Actor Kilmer
50 First & second, e.g.
Chemical compounds
51 Angel's forte
Sows
Mr. Bach & Mr. Strauss 52 The largest continent
53 Mild expletive
Assert
54 Old man's stick
Geek
55 Egyptian river
Cupid
56 Worid's first murderer
Night before
57 Part of QED
Cashmere and tweed
60
-wit
Sweet potato
Edges
Flowery bush
Hersey's bell town
Quotable Quote
Yasir'sorg.
Fills
' The Detroit String Quartet
Pierre's school
played Brahms last night.
Tattles
Oohs partner
Brahms lost."
Pub order
Poem division
Bennett Cerf
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WINTHROP CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

2 bedroom townhouses,
1 1/2 baths, fully
equipped kitchen, swimming pool and on-site
laundry room. $395 /
month, water, and ca.'ble
included. Located at
Foxfire Apartments on
Ebenezer Road. Call 3664000 for information.

CRUISE SHIP JOBS!
Students needed! Earn
$2000+
monthly.
Summer/holidays/
fulltime. World travel.
Caribbean, Hawaii,
Europe, Mexico. Tour
Guides, Gift Shop Sales,
Deck Hands, Casino
Workers, etc. No
experience necessary.
CALL 602-680-4647.
EXT. C147.

Rooms for rent
Large, unfurnished
rooms within walking
distance of Winthrop.
$225/month,
$100
deposit. Non-smokers
only. 324-2203. Leave
message.

EARN $500 or more
weekly
stuffing
envelopes athome. Send
long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept.
APARTMENT FOR
D8, Po Box 1779,
RENT
2 BEDROOMS, 1 BATH. Denham Springs, LA
$425/MONTH.
3 70727.
MINUTES
FROM
Travel Abroad a n d
CAMPUS. AVAILABLE
Work. Make up to
IMMEDIATELY. CALL
$2,000-$4,000+/mo.
366-0295
FOR
teaching
basic
INFORMATION.
conversational English
in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching
background or Asian
language required. For
Thinking
of
an
information call: (206)
alternative career?
632-1146 ext. J5382
Start now. Work for
yourself in the fastest
GREEKS & CLUBS
growing
industry,
EARN
Health and Nutrition.
$50 $250
One college student in 9
FOR YOURSELF
months has earned over
plus up to $500 for
$100,000 in his junior
your club!
year.
Call
for
This fundraiser costs
information.
nothing and lasts one
(704) 554 - 7997
week. Call now and
receive a free gift.
PERSONALS
1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65.
Congratulation to the
Lady Eagles on their two
FOR SALE
victories last week! I
wish the Men and Lady Men's Mitre soccer
Eagles much success the "boats". New. $20. Call
rest of the season. SEA Maggie at 323-4022

This Week
at Winthrop
WEDNESDAY
•Jazz and Show Choir Festival, Tillman, rims
through Saturday
•Men's basketball vs. UNC Greensboro, 7 p.m.,
Coliseum
•Job Search Strategies that Work, 4-5 p.m., Career
Services
FRIDAY
•Presentation by Virginia Garaty on the Gullah
Culture in South Carolina, 7 p.m., Dinkins Aud.
•Women's basketball vs. Towson State, 7 p.m.,
Coliseum
•Acoustic duo: Curnette and Maher, 8 p.m., $1 w/
ID, $2 without, Dinkins ATS
SATURDAY
•Women's basketball vs. Maryland Baltimore
County, 7 p.m., Coliseum
•Irish folk singer, Roger Gillen, 8 p.m., $1 w/ID, $2
without, Dinkins ATS
SUNDAY
•Re-enactment of black infantry ccompany the
Union Army, 6:30 p.m., Tillman Aud.
MONDAY
•Men's basketball vs. Charleston Southern, 7 p.m.,
Coliseum
• Lecture, "Racism and Sexism," by Marcia Gillespie,
editor of Ms. magazine and former editor of Essence, 8 p.m., $1 w/ID, $2 without, Tillman Aud.

CuCturaC Events
Feb.
4

Time
7 p.m.

5

8 p.m.

6

2 p.m.

6:30 p.m.
8 p.m.

Event
Place
Lecture, 'The Gullah Culture and
Dinkins Aud.
Language," Virginia Garaty
Concert, Roger Gillen, Irish folk
Dinkins ATS
singer, admission $1 w/ID
Lecture and tour of Robicek gallery at
Mint Museum,
the Mint Museum, those interested in
Charlotte
going must contact Dr. Mary Schweitzer,
ext. 4651
Theatrical presentation by 54th
Tillman Aud.
Massachussetts Company I
Lecture, "Racism and Sexism," Marci Tillman Aud.
Gillespie, admission $1 w/ID

GO-OP
Career Services

Division of Student Life
Listed below are a few of the many types of opportunities
available through Winthrop's Cooperative Education Program.
IN ORDER TO BE CONSIDERED FOR ANY CO-OP POSITION, STUDENTS MUST HAVE AN UP-TO-DATE CO-OP FILE
OPEN. To open a file, you must attend a Co-op Fact Meeting
QB. H you are unable to attend a fact meeting, schedule an
appointment with the Co-op Assistant. To do so, stop by Career
Services at 638 Oakland Ave. (across from Tillman) or call 3232141.
Graphic Designer. Tega Cay. Assist G.M. in developing and
implementing the advertising program by creating flyers, calendars
and newsletters. Salary to be determined —10-20 hrs/week.
Telemarketer. Fort Mill. Responsible for calling prospective
clients to use an advertising sen/ice. $5/hr. — 20 hrs/week.
Bank teller. Rock Hill. Gain an overview of banking functions
performing daily transactions. $5-$6/ hr. — 20 hrs/week.
Analyst assistant. Charlotte. Review financial documents
and input data; gain an overview of financial rating methods. $7/hr.
— 20 hrs/week.
Personal assistant. Rock Hill. Responsible for intial paper
work for new employees, conduct reference checks and maintain
compensation log. Salary to be determined — 20 hrs/week.
Art assistant. Rock Hlil. Assist artist in various aspects of
work including preparing frames and preparing for art shows.
Volunteer position —10-20 hrs/week.

We've been searching high a n d low.
The Johnsonian needs responsible students for all areas:

•News
•Features
•Photography
•Advertising
Students especially needed for advertising sales. Commission on
what you sell. Earning potential is limitless.
Contact The Johnsonian at 323-3419 for more information.

